"locally welcome"

Advice - help - information
for immigrants, neighbors and volunteers

- Supports immigrant people who have found a new home in the boroughs of Dortmund.
- Brings together immigrant and long-established people.
- Helps to find your way around the new environment.
- Advises and mediates contacts.
- Is a network.
- Has three offices.

What can "locally welcome" do for you?

"locally welcome" is a counseling center

- For immigrants and
- Neighbours and volunteers.

"locally welcome" advises immigrants

- Applications
- Questions about kindergarten and school
- Housing Services
- Health issues
- General: concerns of everyday life.
"locally welcome" teaches immigrants

- Leisure offers
- cultural activities
- German Courses
- Integration Training
- Homework
- Advice on self-employment / further education
- Refugee and migration counseling
- educational counseling
- consumer advice
- Language mediators and
- much more.

"locally welcome" offers long-standing support

- general questions
- Volunteering
- Sponsorships
- Questions about donations in kind (furniture, clothes, ...) and
- much more.